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Like fine wines and great art, some automobiles take a little more time to fully appreciate. The
new BMW i is one such driving machine. It's not until you're three or four hours into an
effortless cross-country journey, with the cruise holding at a rock-steady 65 mph, the
dual-temperature automatic climate control keeping the whisper-quiet passenger compartment
at a perfect 72 degrees, and the optional watt sound system making you believe Beethoven
himself is luxuriating in the spacious rear seat playing the "Moonlight Sonata," that the truth
finally hits home: The BMW i is undeniably an automotive masterpiece. To the casual observer,
BMW's new flagship sedan appears to be a clone of its predecessor. But literally hundreds of
major and minor improvements have given the '95 7-Series a new, even more upscale persona
that's bound to enhance its appeal among luxury-car buyers, while keeping its reputation as a
driver's car intact. The result is strikingly handsome. A lower, flatter nose now sports wider
twin-kidney grilles and new, high-efficiency headlamps are housed under glass covers. At the
rear, restyled taillamps and a wide trunk opening work well aesthetically with the subtle,
integrated decklid spoiler. This cleaned-up aero detailing, coupled with a smoother underbody,
helps cut the coefficient of drag from 0. The direct benefit of these changes is more head- and
legroom in all seating positions. Complementing the new look is a major engineering redesign.
For starters, the torsional rigidity of the 7-Series unibody has been increased by a whopping 70
percent. Each door carries a massive reinforcing beam that meets fed specs and features an
instantaneous interlocking action that activates upon side impacts. Another significant passive
safety improvement in the BMW integrates the operation of the standard dual airbags and
seatbelt tensioners which have changed from a mechanical to a pyrotechnic design. This
ensures optimum passenger protection, while preventing any unnecessary and costly airbag
deployment, as in the case of a frontal crash with no one in the passenger seat. The
undercarriage also was treated to a comprehensive upgrade program. Suspension hardware
fore and aft has been heavily revised and mounts to all-new subframes that provide greater
strength and better isolation. Front struts remain for , but BMW's unique double-pivot control
arms are crafted of forged aluminum to cut weight and add strength, while shorter,
variable-diameter coil springs increase packaging efficiency. The rear angled trailing arms have
been replaced by a multilink system that's simpler and lighter than the 8-Series design from
which it's derived, but retains camber- and toe-control features. This switch to H-rated tires
reflects that the top speed of the new i is electronically limited to mph. There's still no danger of
confusing the new 7-Series' interior with any designed-in-Japan alternatives. But its Teutonic
character has been "warmed" considerably for and features plenty of supple leather and burled
walnut trim, in addition to a magnum load of comfort and convenience standards. The signature
oversize console continues to dominate the front quarters, but the multibin center storage area
now is covered and has space for the optional telephone. The restyled dash retains easy-to-read
analog gauges and offers an improved automatic climate-control package, an all-new premium
audio system, and the latest iteration of BMW's Multi-Information Display, which keeps tabs on
the stereo, optional telephone, and various on-board computer functions. A new steering wheel
contains redundant switchgear for the audio system, phone, cruise control, and air
recirculation. Although overall ergonomics are significantly improved, there's one notable
exception: the cupholders. BMW finally broke down and added no less than four to the
package-but their dinky size and awkward location low in the forward and trailing edges of the
console severely limit their utility. On a happier note, our test car was fitted with the
optional-and very appropriately named-Comfort Seats. Like the telephone and premium sound
system, they're standard on the iL. But the seats go one step further, offering individual rake
settings for the lower and upper portions of the seatback. This design innovation is a
passenger-car first, and the torso coddling it affords must truly be experienced to be
appreciated fully. BMW's ultra-smooth all-alloy 4. The sole transmission remains the ZF
five-speed automatic. For '95, however, it gets the same Adaptive Transmission Control
package introduced last year on the i. We periodically questioned some of the judgment calls
made by this "intelligent" automatic: Under certain part-throttle conditions, it tended to delay
upshifts longer than necessary. But it would be hard to fault its ability to execute seamless
changes. Despite a notable lack of off-the-line enthusiasm, this combo managed to propel the
pound i from mph in 8. Words like comfortable, supple, unflappable, predictable, and
controllable at the limit spring to mind when attempting to sum up the ride and handling
characteristics of the new i. In exchange for a bit more body roll, the suspension modifications
have endowed the car with considerably better ride compliance and isolation. While transient
responsiveness is only average among its peers However, we found the Servotronic
recirculating-ball power steering a touch overboosted at low speeds and somewhat devoid of
feel. But as velocities rose and the roads got more challenging, it kept the i properly pointed,
allowing this Teutonic machine to traverse even the gnarliest of mountain and canyon roads

with relative ease. Our test car also came equipped with BMW's excellent optional traction
control system. Although an effective wet-weather asset, it proved rather superfluous in the dry
considering the V-8's lack of low-rpm torque , and we generally switched it off. Even with this
slip-stopper disabled, it took a fair amount of effort to achieve much in the way of
throttle-induced oversteer. Assisted by standard ABS, these binders pulled the car from mph in
a respectable feet. There's a lot riding on the shoulders of BMW's new 7-Series, particularly the
volume-leading i. Prestige and pride-not to mention a healthy chunk of profit-all figure into the
mix. But the comprehensive makeover has assured it of even broader market appeal while
keeping the car eminently competitive with such rivals as the all-new Lexus LS and the
revamped Mercedes-Benz S-Class sedans. Quieter, safer, and more refined than its
predecessor, this superb sedan is an excellent way to announce you've arrived. And it clearly
proves that getting there is still more than half the fun. Second OpinionCreating a flagship
model is a daunting task. Especially because, in today's political and economic climate,
conspicuous consumption is out. Mercedes-Benz has felt the sting of dwindling interest in its
road king S-Class line; Rolls-Royce suffered a debilitating sales hit in the recent past; and even
the Lexus LS is no longer considered the raging smart -buy value it originally was. The brave
new world of luxury sedans is typified by more space-efficient shapes, higher-technology
equipment, and considerably less flashy ornamentation. With BMW's improved aero bodywork,
more-rigid structure, larger living area, and sport-sedan driving dynamic, the outstanding new
7-Series is at the forefront of this movement. And, the direct beneficiary is you. Inside, you'll
revel in the luxury of supple leathers, wondrous ergonomics, and the most comfortable and
supportive back seat in the biz. The first German use of steering-wheel remote switches for
cruise control and radio adjustments is included, and even hardcore audiophiles will be wowed
by the quality and tunability of the sound system. My only wish is for more low end torque from
the 4. Even one that's politically correct. Van Tune. AlternativesA big-time makeover for '95 has
made Jaguar's XJ6 and XJ12 far stronger competitors in the luxury sedan segment. Overall
build quality is up, and a complete reskin returns a look of timeless elegance to these pedigree
Brits that's been missing for some time. Although interior space remains modest compared to
other vehicles in its class, the passenger compartment appointments exude a sense of style
and artistry that's uniquely Jaguar. Although it may lack the tradition and heritage of Old World
luxury sedans, it's pretty tough to find too many other faults with the new LS Hoping to continue
the unprecedented success story begun by its illustrious predecessor, Lexus engineers blessed
the new-for-'95 second-generation LS with a barrelful of technological innovations and engine
enhancements. The understated exterior restyle hides a noticeably larger and even
better-appointed interior, while a pound reduction in curb weight and tweaks to its silky smooth
4. Like the other S-Class sedans, the S was mildly restyled inside and out for ' Powered by a
torquey horse, 3. It's also the only S-Class available in short Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join
MotorTrend. Bob Nagy writers Jerry Garns photographers. Gear ratios 1st 3. Drivetrain Front
engine, rear drive Engine 6. Wheelbase, in. Drivetrain Front engine, rear drive Engine 4.
Drivetrain Front engine, rear drive Engine 3. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Seatbelts;
airbags; check engine; oil; battery; brake fluid; door ajar; ABS; traction control; brake. Whether
you've made it to the pinnacle of your profession or merely have crested a significant precipice
on your ascent to the top, the BMW iL is the car you deserve. Much more than mere
transportation, the iL is an opulent reward for automotive connoisseurs with sensitive tastes
and overflowing bank accounts. In a lifestyle filled with executive decisions, power lunches, and
cutthroat business strategies, the iL offers a leather-lined hyperbaric chamber in which to whisk
away the day's stress. We were so enamored that we persuaded BMW on our hands and knees
to allow us to hold onto the black-on-black sedan for a whole year. The prestigious 7-Series
cars, available in three modelsi, long-wheelbase iL, and Vpowered iL-were then treated to a host
of style and structural improvements that raised the level of luxury and increased torsional
rigidity by 70 percent over their predecessors. The decklid badge on our luscious iL indicates
V-8 power and promises a lanky The voluminous cubic feet of interior space provide grossly
abundant room for four, with limolike room to stretch and gaze regally upon those less
fortunate in the other lane. A fifth passenger, however, will feel less welcome due to the raised
center section of the rear seat, so this BMW is actually just a really big four-seater. It's no
surprise that only less than one percent of surveyed owners found back-seat comfort below
average-frankly, we can't imagine what sort of vehicle would surpass it A full BMW's standard
way front buckets make long trips as painless as relaxing in your Eames chair. Step up to the
optional comfort seats, and 16 variables can be adjusted and programmed electronically into its
memory to suit a wide range of body types, allowing effortless one-touch resetting after the car
is delivered by a valet. These seats are good enough to tempt owners into putting a television in
the garage and using the BMW as a living room. As one editor wrote, "Not just the front seats,

but the rears, too, are the best on the planet. One of the initial joys in driving the iL was
discovering its multitude of high-tech features and learning the nuances of the myriad controls
and warning lights. We lost count of the buttons, switches, and dials after noting of them. The
parking-distance control, for example, uses bumper-mounted sensors to detect obstacle
proximity, emitting a pulsed tone through the stereo speakers to indicate the direction of and
distance to the object. It took a close call for us to realize the importance of verifying that the
system is turned on before depending on it, but once activated it helped guide the BMW Q-ship
into tight berths like a trusty tugboat. A Multi Information Display MID in the center console
uses menus to operate the audio system, clock, automatic climate-control system, and onboard
computer. Additionally, nine redundant controls are located on the steering wheel, eliminating
the need to remove your hand to adjust the stereo, climate control, cruise control, or telephone.
The optional sound system in our long-term car provided not only recording-studio-quality
sound through its 14 speakers, but with its electronic features and intuitive MID interface, it was
as fun to use as a Sega Saturn. The watt, channel system delivers crisp music reproduction,
which can be enhanced through digital signal processing by selecting three preset acoustic
environments "concert hall," "cathedral," and "jazz club"-"board room" is not an option. The
climate-control system is as feature-laden as the stereo, with an active charcoal filter, automatic
recirculation activated when pollution is detected, dual-zone temperature controls, rear air
outlets, and interior heat distribution even after the engine has been turned off. Although the
horsepower produced by the sophisticated 4. Once rolling, it's a different game entirely.
Another editor scrawled in the logbook, "There just isn't enough latitude within the American
law to fully exploit the thrust of this Bavarian road rocket. The inevitable speed limit causes
acceleratus interruptus. BMW apparently was aware of the '95's need for more torque; for '96,
the base engine's displacement was bumped to 4. As illustrated in a road test in the July '96
issue, the engine improvements lowered mph times from a brisk 7. Another bonus: With a slight
increase in fuel economy for the '96, the gas-guzzler tax no longer is applicable. In either model
year, this power is deftly routed to the rear wheels by an intelligent five-speed automatic
transmission with Adaptive Transmission Control ATC. By tracking driving style, the ATC
engages a suitable transmission-shift program, such as holding gears for maximum power and
steep declines. Similarly, stop-and-go traffic keeps the tranny in second to avoid gear
"hunting," and by monitoring g-forces, unwanted shifts don't occur during hard cornering. We
liked the intuitive nature of the transmission and particularly appreciated the manual shift
feature; however, 7. A hydropneumatic system is used in the rear to provide self-leveling ability
under weight transfer and heavy-load conditions, allowing the iL to maintain normal ground
clearance without compromising ride quality. BMW's M-inspired engineers dialed in a
suspension that was not only supple but tenacious; the handling impressed Prone to entice
aggressive driving on curvy roads, the iL keeps the driver in control with large The paradoxical
nature of the Seven continued to amaze us throughout the year, combining unparalleled luxury,
land-yacht comfort, and sports car abilities. In our trouble-free year with the iL, we visited our
dealership only twice, for scheduled fluid changes, tire rotations, and inspections. Since staff
members had to put up their first-born as collateral when signing out the Seven, the black
Bimmer still looked as if it had just rolled off the showroom floor at year's end. Aside from 26,
miles showing on the odometer and a bit less rubber on the tires, the BMW exhibited virtually
no signs of wear. I've tried to find something I don't like about the car, but I've failed miserably.
Spoiling us with high-tech luxury, cruise-ship accommodations, and autobahn-bred spirit, the
ebony sedan proved to be a charter member of the '9
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0s automotive elite. Luxury is about power, prestige, control, and respect, all of which BMW
delivers in unashamed excess in the iL. A high-tech system worthy of NORAD integrates
controls for the telephone, onboard computer, and various audio-system functions. The
long-wheelbase iL provides spacious accommodations for a pair of rear passengers, with a
whopping A slight center hump in the seat design, however, essentially reduces the rear bench
to a two-seater. The 4. This weakness has been skillfully addressed in the '96 models with the
introduction of the 4. Weddings, power lunches, and long-distance trips were all good excuses
to pry the iL's keys from another staffer's stranglehold. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join
MotorTrend. Types of mechanical problems Fuel leak 6. Specific likes Handling What changes
would you like? Dimensions Wheelbase, in. Performance Acceleration, mph, sec 7. Maintenance
Total mileage 26, Test mileage 26, Fuel consumed, gal. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

